
One word or two? Choose the correct option given in [ ] for each sentence. 
Please note that in several one-word instances, a hyphenated version is used. 

1. After the accident, what doctor did you visit for the routine [checkup/check up]? 

2. How many times, would you say, in a month did the insurance company call to 

[checkup/check up] on your payment status? 

3. I believe it took me about two weeks to master the [everyday/every day] 

responsibilities and rhythm of the job.   

4. It cost me $10.00 a week to ride the bus [everyday/every day] to work.   

5. I’m sorry that your relationship with your spouse didn’t [workout/work out]. 

6. The gym in my office building allowed me to get in a decent [workout/work out] after 

my shift was over.   

7. How am I supposed to believe that you were [setup/set up] and didn’t commit the 

theft? 

8. Describe the stereo [setup/set up] that was stolen from your home.   

9. Because there was a [breakdown/break down] in communication, the papers were not 

filed by the correct date.  

10. A [follow up/follow-up] appointment was scheduled for three weeks after the medicine 

was prescribed.   

11. I’ll [follow up/follow-up] after my client reads the transcript. 

12. During what month last year did you [dropout/drop out] of the rehab program? 

13. In 2005, I signed over the rights to my daughter so that she would be able to 

[takeover/take over] the family business. 

14. I witnessed the driver lose all control of the motorcycle and drive right [onto/on to] the 

sidewalk. 

15. Let’s move [onto/on to] the next document that details your hospital bills.   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16. [Altogether/All together], this was an extremely productive meeting.   

17. Did you have any phone contact with the Defendant at [anytime/any time] in the past 

two weeks? 

18. [Anytime/Any time] you need a break, please let me know. 

19. Because of my leg fracture, I had [alot/a lot] of trouble putting weight on it when 

walking.  

20. My daughter broke her toe after she jumped [into/in to] the shallow end of the pool. 

21. Later that afternoon, our electrician came [into/in to] finish wiring the basement. 

22. The doctor told me I would be waiting for [awhile/a while] for the test results.  

23. If you think of [anymore/any more] key pieces of information, please don’t hesitate to 

call my office. 

24. I used to drive into the city to visit my optometrist, but I don’t [anymore/any more] 

because I found a better one closer to me.   

25. It’s possible that [maybe/may be] you are correct.  I [maybe/may be] wrong here.   

26. I decided that my boyfriend and I needed to [breakup/break up] when I realized we 

would never agree on whether or not to have a family.   

27. When I stumbled [upon/up on] the documents, I knew I had to confront my employer.   

28. We’ll postpone the interview for today and resume [someday/some day] next week. 

29. It has been [sometime/some time] since I have had a physical with my GP.   

30. [Alright/All right]. Let’s proceed with the next question. 
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